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ABSTRACT
A skin friction meter system and high temperature components
have been developed for the direct measurement of skin friction on a
hypersonic ramjet in actual flight. The meter is capable of withstanding
the high temperature, high altitude environment which is present. To
meet the specifications a closed loop system is required. The con-
struction of a low temperature system proved the feasibility of the
closed loop system approach.
A high temperature torque motor and displacement transducer
has been developed with the potential of operating in a Z000oF
environment. A configuration is proposed in which the motor and
transducer are an integral unit. The configuration is adjusted to
minimize power dissipation and it is shown that the unit can safely
meet the size and torque specifications.
Experimentation on a high temperature model suggested the
feasibility of using the proposed configuration in the skin friction
meter. /_ _'_ _/'-/_l 6_/_.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The direct measurement of aerodynamic skin friction force (air
drag) is necessary for in-flight determination of rocket or jet engine
thrust. In an effort to determine the thrust of an experimental hyper-
sonic ramjet I the development of a skin friction meter was undertaken.
This meter development problem is unique because of the extreme
environmental conditions prevailing. It is proposed to mount the ram-
jet below the X- 15A- Z experimental aircraft, and to make thrust
measurements at an altitude of 123,000 feet and at a speed of Mach 8.
The resulting vibrational and temperature environments invoke
particularly severe requirements on the skin friction meter..
Although exact specifications are not ava_ble, development of
the skin friction meter was guided by the following specifications 2
which are believed to be adequate:
(1) . Force measurement range: The meter is to be capable
of measuring a force in the range of 0.7 to 7 millipounds.
(2) The meter must withstand sustained ambient temperatures
of 2000°F. Figure 1 shows the variation of ramjet skin
stagnation temperature with time.
I "Conceptual and Preliminary Design of Hypersonic Ramjet, " State-
ment of Work, Hypersonic Ramjet Experiment Project Exhibit AL-4947;
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia.
z Ibid.
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Vibration: The meter is to be capable of operating in
environmental levels of 0.0 6-inch double amplitude at
10-55 cps and 10g vibration from 55 cps to 2,000 cps.
Acceleration: The maximum acceleration attained in the
direction of flight is 3.5g.
(5) Space requirements: The limiting dimension is the height
(distance from skin to jet nozzle) which is 2 inches. The
other two dimensions may be somewhat larger.
(6) Available power: The power supplies available in the
X-15A-Z airplane is as follows:
a.c.: 3 phase, llSv(_ Iv), 400 cps (± 4 cps)
d. c. : 28 volts nominal, varies from Z4 to 31 volts,
ripple is ± 0.5v at 2,400 Hz, maximum of 10
amps available from each source.
(7) The maximum deflection of the target must not exceed
0.5 rail.
In addition to the above specifications, the skin friction meter
must be capable of surviving an extremely cold environment prior to
launch. The low temperature is due to the liquid hydrogen fuel.
The skin friction meter will be in close proximity to the tubes carrying
the fuel. It is doubtful whether any material can successfully withstand
the temperature gradient and thermal shock which would result during
the flight. Therefore, to limit the temperature requirements, the skin
friction meter will be heated during the time it is soaking in the cold
environment. The heater will be disconnected as the temperature begins
!4
to rise. In this manner the minimum operating temperature can be
kept at a safe level and thermal shock reduced.
Other Work and System Description
The method used by others and the method used in this work for
direct measurement of skin friction force is the floating element
technique shown schematically in Figure 2. This method involves
suspending a portion of the skin exposed to the air stream on a flexure
so that it is free to move. The flexure provides a frictionless support
and a linear constraining force. If the spring constant of the flexure
is known, a readout of the flexure position can be used for force
determination. To minimize spurious deflection of the _xure due to
vibration and acceleration, the system is counter balanced.
One of the first operational systems of this type was used on the
Aerobe-Hi missile 3. A counter-balanced flexure system was used to
support the target (floating element) and a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) was used to convert flexure displacement into an
electrical readout data signal.
This system is satisfactory for constant temperature environ-
ments. Temperature changes cause the flexure spring constant and
LVDT constant to change. In addition, the LVDT zero position may
change. To minimize these difficulties, a closed loop system can be
used as indicated by Figure 2. The essentials of closed loop operation
are"
Fenter and Lyons, ')The Direct Measurement of Local Friction on
Aerobe-Hi Rockets in Free Flight, " DRL-3ql. CM-877: Defense
Research Laboratory, University of Texas Texas: May lq57.
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Diagram of Closed Loop
Measuring Skin Friction
System
I(1) Skin friction force causes displacement of the flexure and
transducer;
(2) The transducer produces an electrical signal proportional
to flexure displacement;
(3) The electrical signal is amplified and used to drive a motor;
(4) The motor nulls the skin friction force;
(5) Motor force is proportional to motor current so current is
used as the readout signal.
The accuracy of this system depends only on motor calibration, if loop
gain is sufficiently high.
A closed loop system generically the same as the system of
Figure Z was built by Kistler 4. A cooling jacket surrounds the Kistler
instrument and makes operation possible from room temperature to
1500°F. The ideal solution from a reliability and operational point of
view is to design the system so that it is capable of operating continuously
in the high temperature environment. Previous work done in the area
and engineering judgment indicate that a closed loop floating element
method of direct measurement is the most logical method of approach
for the development of a high temperature skin friction meter.
Because of the hostile environment and space limitations, all of
the control elements {amplifier, demodulator, etc.) will be placed
inside the X-15A-2 airplane and connected electrically to the high
4 "t_istler Skin Friction Drag Sensor, " Files of Force Measurements
Group, Instrument Research Division, NASA, Langley Field, Virginia.
7temperature elements. Only the motor, displacement transducer and
flexure will be subjected to the hostile environment _. Therefore, the
concern here is primarily with the design of a high temperature motor
and transducer.
This paper treats the electrical aspects of a system designed to
meet the specifications proposed by NASA for the skin friction meter.
Overall system concepts, high temperature component design, and
experimental results are presented.
CHAPTER II
LOW TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL
Theory
To obtain an indication of the size of components required
and to determine behavior of the closed loop system, a room temp-
erature experimental model was constructed and tested. Figure 3 is a
schematic of the model, Figure 4 is a photograph of the model and Figure 5
contains the system block diagram. The flexure used in this system is the
rotational type (Bendix 6016-800). the displacement transducer is a Collins
LVDT (SS-Z03) and the amplifier is a Philbrick P65AU operational
amplifier feeding a Philbrick P66A Booster.
The transfer function for the flexure, mass and associated damping
il
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T m =
total rotational inertia of system
damping of system
flexure constant, in-lb/rad
angular displacement of flexure
error torquea_T x - T m
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motor torque = ImF m
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The flexure is used only as a frictionless support. Its restoring
torque is not needed in the operation of the system. In fact, it is a
hindrance and its effect can be neglected only if loop gain is sufficiently
large. To verify this, consider the response to a step input of skin
friction force. Refer to Figures 3 and 5. The steady state output is
established analytically where:
K t =
K A =
K =
m
_x' fro' ft
LVDT constant; volts/rnil
gain of d.c. amplifier
motor constant; grams/volt
are the distances from the flexure to the applied force
(Fx); the motor force (Fro) and the LVDT core,
r e s pectively.
Neglecting theback ernfand thesolenoid inductance, the closed loop
transfer function is:
K AKtKm_m_t / I
-ft- {s) -- I
I I -
where
G(s) : loop gain :
KAKtKm_m_t / I
sZ+ B___s + I<_
I I
(z. 3)
For a step of force, the input is fxFx / s and the steady state output from
the final value theorem is
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KAKtKm_m_ t
= _ F (Z. 4)Css x x
Kf + KAKtKm_ m _ t
F
x x
magnet armature (1/8" dia. A/nico 5 magnet).
According to Eq. (2.4) if KAKtKm_m_ t >> Kf, then Css = _m Fm
• Thus, feedback can make the effect of changes in Kf negligible.
The motor used in the system is a d.c. solenoid with a permanent
This design allows force
to be generated in forward and reverse directions although this may be
of no importance• The motor is driven by a d.c. booster amplifier
through a 47-ohm resistor. Force on the permanent magnet is directly
proportional to solenoid current. The total series resistance in the field
circuit is approximately 100 ohms. Figure 6 contains an equivalent
circuit for the motor field coil.
The force produced by the motor is,
K !
F m = K'm if , (note that Km = _R ) (Z. 5)
m
and the motor current is
era(s) - sKv 8
i_s) = sLf + Rf ' (Z. 6)
where K is the back emf constant. It was found that the zero due to back
V
emf had no apparent affect on the open loop frequency response so K v was
assumed negligible. Combining Eqs. (Z. 5) and (Z. 6) yields the motor
transfer function,
Fm s) Km/Lf
-%-( = . (z.7)
s + Rf/Lf
The pole due to the motor, -Rf/Lf, is so large in frequency
compared to the poles produced by the mass-spring part of the system
e m
-Rf
52_
IjL,
0
0
J
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isKve
I
Figure 6
Low Temperature Motor Field Coil Circuit
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that it was omitted.
Experimental R e sults
The open loop response of the system is presented in Figure 7.
These data were obtained by opening the loop at the input to the amplifier
and recording the output of the LVDT. The open loop frequency response
curve has a resonant peak at 5.4 Hz. A relatively large peak in the
response was expected because little damping is present. With a
gain of 100 the system was unstable. This is not surprising because
the cross-over frequency is approximately 2Q0 Hz based on a second
order transfer function which matches the data at low frequencies.
Significant phase shift is probably present at this high cross-over
frequency due to high frequency poles which have been neglected (such
as the one in the motor). The system was compensated by adding a
simple lag network. This was accomplished by placing a capacitor in
parallel with the feedback resistor in the operational amplifier.
To calibrate the system a known weight was applied to the pivot
arm and the voltage across the 47-ohrn resistor was recorded. The
curve in Figure 8 resulted. The calibration curve was obtained three
times and the resulting differences cannot be distinguished on the graph
(Figure 8). The maximum force that can be measured is 4. 5 grn
(10 millipounds). The minimum force that can be measured has not
been established but certainly force measurements in the range of 0. 1
gm would be possible with this system.
The system constants were measured as follows:
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x _tKt
Kf
= 5. 18 v/grn
Hence,
K A = I00
K m = 0. 434 gin/v.
the steady state forward gain equals (see Figure 5)
rn
-r--
x
I00 (5. 18 v/gm)(0. 434 gin/v) = 225 _rn/ _x"
In Figure 3, _ = 1 8" _ = 3. 3", and _ = 3 8" Hence,
X " m t " "
,.[ = 413 T = O. 9976 q- (2.8)
rn 1 + 413 x x
and the measured torque is 0. Z4% lower than the input torque.
System particulars are as follows:
(1) Response time: time constant = Z seconds approximately
(Z) Resonant frequency: 5.4 Hz
(3) Loop gain = 413
(4) Amplifier gain = 100 = K A
(5) Maximum steady state deflection error: 0. 1 mil for
4. 5 grn input
(6) Motor constant: 1. 15 volts/gram = K
1TI
(7) Torque error: -0.24°/o (theoretical, if not removed by
calibration).
The results of this invesigation indicate that this type of system
would be very satisfactory for force measukements when temperature and
19
vibration effects are not considered. The dynamics of the proposed
high temperature system will be very similar to those of the system
just discussed. Thus, the above experimental results give an indication
of the behavior which can be expected of the high temperature system.
The primary difference between the two systems is that a high temp-
erature motor, transducer and flexure will be used in the high
temperature system.
CHAPTER III
HIGH TEMPERATURE MOTOR PROPERTIES
The motor for the high temperture system should have the
following characteristics :
(1) Output torque should be a linear function of input current
and a constant relationship should exist between output
torque and input current over a wide temperature _anse.
Changes in motor constant with temperature will result
primarily from dimensional changes due to thermal
expans ion.
Ability to operate in a temperature environment of Z000 °F.
Small size; the entire package containing motor, transducer,
flexures and counter-balance system must fit into the
prescribed space.
In addition to these characteristics, the following characteristics are
desirable:
(4) Relatively low armature mass; this is desirable because
the flexure must support all moving parts of the system.
A low mass would result in less load on the flexure and,
in addition, would raise the Jystem resonant frequency.
In the interest of keeping the load on the flexure to a
minimum, it is desirable to make the motor act also as
a displacement transducer. That is, make the motor and
transducer one integral unit. This would result in a
Z0
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mechanically simpler system than that pictured in Figure
Z, and would reduce size.
(5) Rotational system; because the flexure used will be
rotational, it is desirable that the motor be rotational.
These desired characteristics were used in the design of the high
temperature motor and displacement transducer. Several approaches
to motor design are possible, and the best approach was found by
investigating the various possibilities.
Investigation of Motor Types
Two basic phenomena through which a force or torque can be
controlled by an electrical input are magnetic and electric fields.
Current and voltage, respectively, are the electrical inputs. The
utilization of an electric field to produce a force is accomplished by
a capacitor motor.
In its simplest form a capacitor motor would consist of two
plates. One plate is fixed {stator) and one is movable. It can be
shown that the force on the movable plate is
EaeA
F - c (3.I)
c 2d 2
C
where
E
C
d
C
voltage across the plates
permitivity of material between plates
area of each plate
plate separation.
Z2
To obtain an indication of the dimensions involved, some
numbers were assumed. It was assumed that in keeping with the
dimensions of the motor the plates would be I/Z" square (A = 1/4 in'),
and that E would be 50 volts. A relatively low voltage was
C
assumed because solid state electronics will be used.
ionization and contamination problems will be severe.
force required is 7 rnillipounds. Solving for d c in Eq.
In addition,
The maximum
(3. 1) yields,
f
d = E / E__A = 0. Z98 rail.
c c %/ ZF c
This calculation makes two problems apparent: 1) because
of the small separation required, expansion effects would play a
dominant role; from the equation for force it is seen that force
varies inversely as the square of displacement; 2) the small separation
may allow arcing in the ion rich environment. The arcing problem could
be overcome by placing a dialetric between the plates. This would
increase e and result in a larger d c needed to give the maximum
force. However, the behavior of a dialetric at such high temperatures
is uncertain and may not be practical. The nonlinearity of the motor
force constant as a function of d is a calibration problem.also. A
C
plate separation of d c = l0 mils would be required to make the motor
force constant relatively independent of thermal expansion effects and
displacement error. A 10-mil separation appears to make the motor
23
impractical because the voltage required to give the maximum force
would be too large.
From this analysis and considerations, it is evident that a
capacitor motor would be unsatisfactory.
A solenoid motor (as was used in the low temperature experi-
mental model) does not appear to be practical at high temperaturOwter
several reasons: 1) a permanent magnet cannot be used because
Z000"F is well above the Curie point for magnetic materials. This
means that the armature field will have to be obtained from a current
coil and the size of the motor will be significantly increased; Z) a
solenoid motor is not rotational and cannot be readily used as a dis-
placement transducer.
Investigation led to the configuration shown in Figure 9. This
motor is identical to the electrodynamorneter movement used in many
a.c. instruments. The principle of operation is as follows:
The two field coils (shown in sectional view) have a d. c.
current flowing through them and produce a magnetic
field parallel to the armature coil plane. A d. c.
armature current produces a torque whose direction
depends on field coil and armature coil current direction.
Investigation indicates that this motor has all the characteristics
mentioned before. In particular:
(1) The output torque is directly proportional to armature current.
If materials having a low coefficient of thermal expansion are
used in the motor, expansion effects should have little influence
/
o
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o
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(2)
(3)
(4)
on the motor torque constant. As long as the current in
either the field or armature coil remains constant, the
only way for the torque constant to change significantly
is for the armature to change its position relative to the
two field coils. In the configuration used, the motor will
expand so that the armature coil remains centered between
the field coils.
It is an air core device, and operation at 2000°F is
accomplished by using wire and coil forms capable of
withstanding this temperature.
For position sensing note that if an alternating current is
flowing in the field coils, an alternating flux will link the
armature coil. Depending on its angular position, the
armature coil will have an emf induced into it due to
generator action. The null or zero induced voltage
position is attained when the plane of the armature coil
is parallel to the axis of the field coils. Torque production
and rotation sensing can be made independent of one another
by using d.c. current for torque production and a. c.
current for displacement sensing. An analysis of the
displacement transducer will be presented in a later
chapter.
The motor is rotational and the armature coil can be
supported by the flexure as shown in Figure 9.
26
The next section is a discussion of the materials used in the
proposed high temperature motor and displacement transducer.
_High Temperature Materials
The coil forms (armature and field) should be ceramic. This is
an obvious choice because no other insulating material is available which
is capable of withstanding a continuous Z000°F environment. Insulating
material is preferrable since it will cause no eddy current loss. The
choice of ceramic in regard to strength is not critical because little
mechanical stress will be present. Alumina (All03) or Berrilia (Be0) can
be used although magnesium silicate is being used in the experimental
model because this material is machinable.
To facilitate coil winding, the wire should be insulated instead
of using bare wire in machined grooves in the coil forms. In addition,
a poor stacking factor would result from not using insulated wire. A
search of the industry resulted in the conclusion that,: at present, there is no
commerically available insulated wire capable of withstanding Z000OF
in a relatively strong vibration field which is practical for motor
construction.
The resistivity of the conducting material is of great importance.
To keep impedance levels low and power dissipation to a minimum, the
resistivity of the material must be as low as possible. Investigation
has shown that of all the materials capable of withstanding Z000°F (have
a melting point significantly above Z000°F) molybdenum has the lowest
resistivity at Z000°F. The variation in resistivity with temperature for
molybdenum is shown in Figure 10.
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Although molybdenum will rapidly oxidize in air at 2000°F,
it can be coated easily with a protecting material (nickel or platinum,
for example). Correspondence with the Permaluster Corporation in
Burbank, California, has resulted in a solution to the wire problem.
This company proposes to coat molybdenum wire with nickel _ for
oxidation protection) then plate copper over the nickel and convert
the copper to insulating copper oxide. The wire is then fluxed and
the resulting coating is stable and suitable for use at temperatures
up to 2300"F.
The linear coefficient of expansion for molybdenum is very
close to that for ceramics (about 5X 1"0.6 per °C) so the windings
should remain firm on the coil forms and at the same time should
not overstress the ceramic forms.
Derivation of Motor Torque
With the aid of Figures lla and 1Ib the equation for armature
torque is derived. The rectangular wire loop carries a constant
current i. The unit vector _' is the normal to the plane of the loop.
The uniform magnetic field, _ cuts the loop at an angle d_to _.
It can be shown that the torque on the loop about the axis xx ts
is
T = iA I- ISin 6 O-l)
s Halliday and Resnick, Physics for Students of Science and Engineering,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York; January 1961. , page 69"6.
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Figure 11
Current Loop in a Uniform Magnetic Field
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where A = ab is the area of the loop.
It can be shown that the above expression holds for all plane
loops of area A regardless of their shape. In the case of the proposed
motor shown in Figure 9, _ _ 90 ° (or @ _ 0) because rotation of the
armature will be very small. If the armature coil contains N turns_
each of area ab motor torque can be expressed as,
,nactuality,,inEq.(3-Z)willnotbeuniformsincethe
field coils will not produce a uniform flux. Eq. (3-2) will hold however
if the average value of the component of B parallel to the field coil axis
at sides b is calculated.
In Eq. (3-2) Trn is a linear function of i a (armature current).
Magnetic flux density, I'_] , can be held constant by maintaining a
constant current in the field coils. Since the resistance of the field
coils will vary over a large range (due to the variation in wire resistivity
with temperature as shown in Figure 10) a constant current d.c. source
will be needed. Thus, power dissipation in the field coils will vary as the
resistivity of the wire and will be greatest at the highest operating temper-
ature. The actual test environment may allow little heat transfer and
because the test time will be about 700 seconds (Figure 1), power dissipation
must be kept to a minimum to insure that the sensor does not destroy itself
by self-heating. The relations between coil dimensions and power dissipation
for the field and armature coils and the relations between power dissipation
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and temperature rise for both coils is described in work that follows.
These expressions will constitute the fundamental design equations for
the high temperature motor and transducer.
CHAPTER IV
FIELD COIL DESIGN
In the interest of keeping self heating to a minimum, power
dissipation in the field coils must be minimized. The following
section derives field coil geometry which minimizes power dissipation.
Derivation of Optimal Field Coil Geometry
The power dissipation in the field calls is dependent onl_l,
the flux density the coils must produce. The flux density required
depends on the maximum torque required and the armature coil
configuration, can be foundusingEq. (3-Z). In the following
discussion [BI will be a fixed quantity. Figure IZa is a view of
the two field coils, where,
L = total length of the two coils
R = distance from axis of the coils to bottom of winding layer
r = depth of winding
D = spacing between coils.
Let us suppose for the moment that we wish to find the dimensions of
a circular cross section solenoid which will minimize power dissipation
for a given B at the solenoid center. The choice of a circular cross
section may not be the best for minimizing power, but this configuration
will serve as a basis for comparison and will provide equations for
checking experimental results since the first high temperature experi-
mental model used circular coil forms for convenience.
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In Figure lZa assume D = 0 and that the coil is even wound
with square wire carrying current if so that the coil can be con-
sidered a cylindrical current sheet with current density
if
J _- ___.
d 2
(4.1)
where d is the wire thickness. (Refer to Figure 13. ) The flux
density, Bn for a point PB on the axis z units away from the
center of a circular current loop is,0
2
_oi R
2 ( R2 + Z2) 3/2
(4. z)
where Bn is the flux density parallel to the axis.
_O = permeability of free space
i = current in loop
R = radius of loop.
The solenoid can be divided into an infinite number of these current
loops each carrying current Jdzd_? with radius 77 . z varies
from - l/Z L to +l/Z L and 17 varies from R to R + r. A similar
procedure was followed by Mapother and Snyder ?.
Hence, for point PB in Figure IZa,
_Ibid____.__.0 p. 731.
?Mapother, Dillon E. and Synder, James N. , "The Axial Variation of
the Magnetic Field in Solenoids of Finite Thickness," University of
Illinois Engineering Experiment Station Circular No. 66.
Bll PB
Figure 13
Circular Current Loop
dBii -
and Bll =
_o J _z dz d_
2( ?TZ+ z2)3/z
H'oJ /LI2 fR+r2 J-L/2 R
"r/Zd z d_/
( r/z + z z )3/z
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(4.3)
(4.4)
Integrating Eq. (4-4) and substituting the limits yields
BII =
FoJ L
2 I n(R+r +J(,R+r)2+(L_/4)R + +
The power in the solenoid is
(4.5)
.2
Pt = if Rf (4.6)
and
P£
i|
Rf = dZ
(4.7)
where Rf is the resistance of the field coil winding, p is the
resistivity of the wire and _ is the length of wire.
The length of the wire in terms of the solenoid parameters
is derived below. It is assumed that r >> d and L >> d.
The number of turns of wire per layer is L/d and the
number of layers is r/d. The average length of one turn is
2 zr(R+ r/2 ) . The length of the wire equals (number of turns) x
(average length per turn) or
L r 1
= (-_)(T) 2"/']" (R + --2 r) -
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(4.8)
Substituting Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) into Eq.
.Zp,,_rL r (2R + r)
d 4
(4. 6) yields
(4.9)
From Eq. (4. 1) and Eq. (4. 5),
R +iR'
Substituting gq. (4. 10) into Eq. (4.°) yields the expression for
power in terms of the parameters R, r, L. It is
47rB_ r(2R + r)/o
! tz _ R+r+J(R_r)2+t .°Lln
(4.1o)
_.L.'2 _ O. 11)
In Eq. (4. 11), 4Yl'J O_;f is a constant and it is desired to
O
minimize power with respect to R, r, and L. Note that d, wire
thickness, does not appear in Eq. (4. 11) and is not a factor
concerning power. The value of R which minimizes Pf for any
given L and r can be found by reasoning thusly:
In Eq. (4. 11), if R is large so that R _ r, and R >_ L,
the term (r + 2R) is large and the term
in 2 ( R + r +/OR+r12, +
3@
approaches Ig = o
so that Pf is very large. On the other hand if R --_0, (r + ZR)
assumes its smallest value and the logarithmic term becomes
which is its maximum value and Pf is smallest. Hence, R should
be made as small as possible. This is also in keeping with the
interest of small motor size.
It was decided to minimize Pf with respect to L and r by
evaluating Pf for many values of these parameters with a digital
computer. The results not only give the minimizing values of L
and r with good accuracy, but show the manner in which Pf var:ie_
with L and r.
To facilitate use of the computer on Eq. (4. 11), R was
I treated as a constant and the equation was normalized with respect
I
to R. That is,
= R4_pB,_ -_C_,_I • ( _c,,,,,)R
_.1(#)_-1+/I+4.!
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Making the substitutions
L r
L' = -- r' =
R ' R
yields
4-zrR/°B,, zp_( r',L_)= r' (r'+2)
z ( I +r' _rL'*1
In + _/(,+r'r +
i L,_I +_//+__
(4. lZ)
The function
F (r', L') = F'Cr'#2)
l* r'_/('+_')+_ L'_
(4.13)
was minimized and the computer data showed that the minimizing
values for L' and r' are
L' = 3.74 or L = 3.74R
r' = 2. 10 or r = Z. IOR
which makes F(r', L') = 3.91Z.
The variation of F(r',L') with L' for various values of r'
is shown in Figure 14. The above results can be summarized as
follows: For a circular solenoid of inside radius R, the minimum
power required to produce a given B[I at the solenoid center is
obtained by setting the length of the solenoid equal to 3.74R andthe
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winding thickness equal to 2. 10R.
Since the armature will consist of plane coils, the end view of
the armature will appear as a rectangle or square. Refer to Figure 12b
where a square armature end view is shown. The minimum radius of a
circular cross section solenoid large enough to allow a square armature
coil to rotate slightly within it is RE , where R is half the length of
one side of the armature end view. The coil form with the minimum
cross sectional perimeter which is able to clear the armature coil
obviously has a square cross section of side length slightly larger than
2R. It is apparent that the length of wire used in the square field coil
is less than the length of wire in the circular field coil having the same
L and r . Because of this fact a square cross section solenoid will be
compared to the circular cross section solenoid.
In comparing the circular and square cross section field coils,
the field is calculated at one point only, on the solenoid axis at its
center. Calculation of field strength off axis for the circular solenoid
involves elliptic integrals, s Calculation of BII off axis for a square
current loop is straightforward and design equations are more exact.
In the square solenoid R, L, r have the same definition as in
the circular solenoid. The same procedure used for the circular
solenoid is followed. First, an expression for the magnetic flux
density, BII, at a general point, PB' z units away from a square
current loop is derived. Refer to Figure 15.
8
Smythe, W. R. , Static and Dynamic Electricity, p. 266.
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Figure 15
Square Current Loop
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A coordinate system with orthogonal coordinates x, y, is set
up on the plane of the current loop. The origin of the coordinates
is the center of the loop (Point 0, 0). The perpendicular distance
from PB (the point at which BI! is to be calculated) to the plane of
the current loop is z and the perpendicular intersects the plane at
the general point x, y.
Let Bll as a function of x, y. z and R due to the square
current loop be designated as
B,,(x,y, z, R)
The expression for Bll(x, y, z, R) is derived in Appendix A.
For the point at the center of the square loop
i
I
_,,(.o.o...R ) = 2_o ,'_R" t_.,_)(z'÷ _') ( z" ÷ 2 m')-_
With the aid of Figure 12a, Bn at the center of the square cross
section solenoid is derived. As before, the solenoid is divided into
infinitesimal square current loops each contributing field
2/-ZoJ _2dqdz
n(z'÷ _')(z'+;?'){
(4. 15)
I'
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L
2
Integrating Eq. (4. 16) with respect to z and substituting limits
yields,
(4.16)
O. 17)
No simple answer exists for the integral in Eq. (4. 17) so
the integration was carried out numerically by the digital computer.
The double integration in Eq. (4. 16) could have been performed
directly by the computer but considerable processing time is saved
by performing a single integration.
Deriving the expression for power in the square solenoid
proceeds just as in the case of the circular solenoid. It is
Let
2 2
77" B,, /° L rC2R_r r)
v:7/L
2_= Lv
d_: _v.
(4.18)
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Substitute these values into Eq. (4. 17), and obtain
4,/-_-,,JL
B,,(r, L) =
RI-F"
L
On making the normalizing substitutions,
dV (4.I_)
r_._L' : L/R r' = R
Eq. (4. 18) becomes
I
!
f - L:L .-,
Vz+ 2
I from which
)dv]z (4.20)
FCr: L')=
r'(z+r')
r '*r___' ]I .) dv
k'
2
• (4.21)
The computer data showed that the minimizing values for r'
and L' are
r' = 2.10 or r = 2. 10R
L' = 4. 14 or L = 4. 14R,
which make F{r' , L' ) = 28. 367. The variation of F(r' ,
for various values of r' is shown in Figure 16.
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The ratio between Pf(sq. )(r'. L' ) andPf(cir. )(r', L' ) can
be derived from Eqs. (4.Z0)and (4.IZ).Notethat R(cir.)=
R(sq.)
sq(r_)
c;,.(r',L)
2 2
_Tr B,,p
,_s: F_q(,.-; L')
4_RfmB,,_f .- (< L' )
_ 7T_(r',L') (4. zz)
/6fS_,rCr',L')
At the minimum point
Pfsq. 971 (Z8. 367) 89. I17 I,
Pfcir. (16 f-Z)13.91Z) 88.517
and the minimum power dissipation required to produce a given flux
density at the solenoid center is nearly the same for square and
circular cross section solenoids. Note, however, that the circular
solenoid is the larger. This is of academic interest only since
physical constraints must be put on L, R and r and these constraints
result in differences in power dissipation as shown below.
Separate analysis has shown that the minimum space required
for the flexure is 1 inch (length of flexure). Allowing for an extra
0.4 inch for armature coil thickness, the minimum R is approximately
0.7 inches. Since the entire meter must fit in a space Z inches high,
the length, L, should be somewhat less than this to allow for packaging
and projection of the probe (see Figure 9). Hence L was assumed to
be 1.5 inches. Winding thickness, r, was chosen arbitrarily to be 0.5
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inch. These values yield
0.5
r !
sq. 0.7
= 0. 714,
L' 1.5
sq. 0.7
2.14
t
i
t
I
I
I
I
I
and
r !
r t = • nq
cir. 4_
L !
L' _ sq.
cir.
= 0.504
= I. 52
The computer data shows,
Hence,
F (.714, z. 14) = 4z,
sq.
Fcir.(.504, 1.5Z)= 7
Pfsq. = "IT 4Z
Pfcir. 7 x 16 F
= O. 833
and the square solenoid requires about 17% less power than the
circular solenoid when physical constraints are applied.
The results of this analysis are summarized in the following.
Determining field coil geometry which minimizes power dissipation
consists of finding coil cross sectional shape and coil length and
winding thickness. Determination of coil cross sectional shape is
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an arbitrary process. The results indicate, however, that optimal
cross sectional shape is that which leaves the least space between
the field and armature coils, or more specifically, the shape which
matches the armature coil geometry. This result can be arrived
at intuitively. Minimum power dissipation will occur when the field
coil has the smallest cross sectional perimeter and produces the
greatest Bll for a given armature coil shape. The field coil which
just fits over the armature coil has the smallest cross sectional
perimeter of any coil circumscribing the armature coil and this field
coil will produce the strongest magnetic field for a given J because
its turns are close to the armature coil (R is smaller). Hence, this
field coil configuration requires the least power dissipation. It is
assumed that the physical constraints on R, L and r prohibit power
dissipation from attaining its absolute minimum value. If no
constraints are put on R, L and r, it appears that cross sectional
shape is not a factor in power minimization (as indicated in the
calculation on page 47 ).
Figures 15 and 16 show that the slope of F(r' , L' ) in a
reatitivity large neighborhood about the minimum power point is
very small, or
L' )
= 0
and
_Pf(r' , L')
_L'
"- 0
5O
Thus, power is not critically dependent on L' and r' in the
neighborhood of the minimum point. This is fortunate because
it means that power does not increase greatly when constraints
are put on L and r. Since analysis has shown that the square
field coll is superior to the circular field coil (with constraints
on L and r) in regard to power dissipation, the remainder of the
analysis will deal with the square field coil. In the next section
expressions relating power dissipation to coil dimensions and
temperature rise are derived.
Square Field Coil Design Details
Refer to Figures 9 and Ira. To facilitate mounting of the
flexure, a small gap, D, is needed in the field coil. This gap will
provide space for supporting arms. The field coil will be made in
two pieces to facilitate assembly. In the interest of low power
dissipation, this gap should be as srnall as possible because it
subtracts from the effective length of the field coil. A gap width
of 0. Z5 inch was arrived at as being the smallest gap which would
a11ow sufficient rigidity for the flexure supports.
Power dissipation in the square field coil is derived with
the aid of Figure 12a. Because the armature coil will occupy
most of the cross sectional area of the field coils, using field
strength as calculated at the center of the cross section is only
an approximation to the total field seen by the armature coil. A
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more exact approach is to calculate the average field set up by a
loop element by integrating BII with respect to x and y. Hence
using Eq. (A- 1.7),
h
B,,(_, Y,Z z) d"_'r] Jz d_
where h is half the length of a side of the armature and view (h-_ R).
(See Figure 12b.) Hence,
B,, ( r, L, w, h ) =
_TFh'
JoJ R
where w is a general point on the coil axis measured positive to the
left of the center PB" The variation of Bll(r, L. w, h) with respect
to w is symmetrical with respect to PB and only positive values of w
need be considered. In Eq. (4.24), R is fixed at 0.7 inch, D at 0.25
inch and w and h will be fixed by armature deiign.
For simplicity, let
I
B,,( r, L,w, h) --
z5)
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so that
477" (rL,_b)
Using the same procedure as before, power dissipation can be
expressed as a function of r, L, h and w. Power is
p_(r,L w,h) - /4__/,"
m
2 _a
?/,-, L, _,,h )
where
p (r, L,_,_) = r (L- D)(R +-_r)
h)
(4.zg)
The maximum allowable power dissipation in the field coils
which keeps the temperature rise of the field coils below a certain
limit can be calculated from the relation
Pet = SMuT
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which gives the energy required to cause a temperature change in
a body with no heat transfer, where
Pf = power input
t = time duration of power input
S = specific heat of the body
M = mass of body
T = temperature change.
If the units are m grams; w watts;
then
S : cal. / gm-C', and AT= C',
pf = 4.18 SM Z_T {4.31)
t
Temperature change, z_ T, was assumed to be 200"F because the
molybdenum wire can safely withstand 2300"F and this would allow
for a 100°F safety margin in the 2000°F ambient temperature. From
Figure 10 it is seen that the resistivity of molybdenum varies nearly
linearly with temperature in the temperature range of interest.
Because of this fact, Pf in Eq. {4.28) is not constant but varies with
tern_erature because Pf is a linear _unction of F as seen in
Eq. {4-28). If we assume zero initial temperature for the body,
Eq. {4. 31) can be rewritten
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where T is the temperature of the body. Resistivity as a function of
temperature can be expressed by referring to Figure 10.
p (TI -- f2ooo +Kp T, (4.33)
wh_ere ? 2000 is the resistivity at 2000"F, and Kp
of the resistivity-temperature curve. Hence,
is the slope
Pf(T) = _p (P_ooo÷ jxf T)
= po + KpKrT (_.B_)
K
P
where Pf(T) is the expression for power as a function of T, and
FDo is the initial power input at t = 0 (the worst case is assumed
here where the power to the field coils is not applied until the ambient
temperature has reached the maximum of 2000°F).
can be obtained from Eq. (4.28),
Kp= _ =
An expression for
p(r,L_,w,h) • (4.ss)
Now, from Eq. (4.3Z) we get
dT Pr(T) dt
4._a SM
(4.36)
Solving Eq.
T = 0 yields
(4. 36) and substituting the initial conditions, t = 0,
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Po + KpKyT
Po
(4.38)
or
Po ( CT= -l) (4.39)
Eq. (4. 39) is an exact expression for temperature rise with
no heat transfer, while Eq. (4.32)is approximate. However, if
K K /4. 18SM
K K /4. 18SM is small, then e p p _ 1 + K K /4. 18SM and
P P P p
Eq. (4.39) becomes identical to Eq. (4.3Z) which is a good approximate
formula when the assumption is valid.
The mass of the field coils can be easily derived from their
geometry, This is,
M = densityx Volume= 10. 14(L-D)[4(R+r) z- 4R 2] (4.40)
The following constants for molybdenum will be used throughout
the discussion:
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Specific heat, S = . 075 cal/gm-'C
= 3. 14 x 10 "_ ohm-meter at 2000"FResistivity, 9 2000
Density, 10, 14 gm/cc.
As mentioned before, Bll, w, and h will be fixed by
armature coil design so that Eq. (4.28) becomes a function of
r and L only. Eq. (4. 39) can be solved for Po to obtain
T/_p/_j,po-
d _._as_ _ I
(4.41)
Eq. (4.41) is also a function of r and L, as can be seen by noting
that Kp and M are functions of r and L. Eq. (4. 28) is repeated
for convenience. It is
=_ =
The minimum values of r and L which give the required Bll
and specified temperature rise are those values which are solutions
to the two simultaneous Eqs. (4.41) and {4.42). Initial power dissipation,
Po' can take on any value in a specific region. This will be discussed
later in Chapter VI_
CHAPTER V
ARM.ATURE DESIGN
The two principal design goals for the armature are
low power dissipation and low rotational inertia {low rotational
inertia results in a high natural resonant frequency for a given
flexure constant).
Power dissipation can be derived for the armature coil
by referring to Figure 17, In Figure 17 the armature is pictured
as a hollowed out rectangular solid, and it is intended that side
a be parallel to the field coil axis. The armature coil is chosen
rectangular so that the active lengths of the wires {sides b) are a
constant distance away from the center of the armature. This
greatly simplifies calculations because _-ll is calculated at only
one point along the field coil axis. It is desired to minimize
power for a given number of ampere turns
where
= i C r ,Nia a {T ){''£)
i - armature current
a
r = winding thickness
N = number of turns in armature c0il
c = width of armature coil.
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Figure 17
Armature Coil Configuration
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Power dissipation in the armature coil is given by
P = i 2 R ,
a a a
(s.z)
where
(s. 3)
and
is the length of the armature winding and is given by:
t = Cr ×[4( a r b r
-- T + -2-)+4(W+ -_)]
d z
Z(a+b+ Zr) e_/_r
d z
(s. 4)
Combining Eqs. (5. 1), (5.2), (5. 3) and (5.4) yields
P
a
Z(Nia)z /O (a + b + Zr)
cr
(s.s)
Solving Eq. (5. 5) for ampere turns yields
J Pcr(Nia) = a
zp(a+b+zr)
(s.o)
6O
Equation (4.41) applies to the armature coil. Where, in the case of
the armature coil,
P Z(Nia)'(a + b + 2r)
a (5.7)
Kp = 7 = cr
and
M : (10. 14)(Z. 54)I(c)E(b + Zr)(a + Zr)- ab_ gins, (5.8)
where all dimensions are in inches. In Eq. (5.8) the mass of the
ceramic is neglected because it will be a small fraction of the mass
of the molybdenum (as is the case for the field coils).
Eq. (4.41) is repeated here for convenience. It is
Kp/_} 7 (5.9)
e 4.18SM - /
Eq. (5.9) cannot readily be used for armature design because (Nia)
must be known to calculate K but it is desired to compute (Nia) from
P
P in Eq. (5. 6). Hence, Eq. (4. 31) will be used to approximate P
a o
and the accuracy of the results will be checked using Eq. (5. 9).
From Eq. (3.3),
- ?2 (5.i0)
IBII =
Ni_A
where A is the area of the armature coil and will be aooroximated
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by ab. The resonant frequency of the armature coil and its supporting
flexure is
J (5.ii)
Kf rad.
_O = I sec. '
where
Kf is the Flexure constant
I is the rotational inertia of armature coil.
Negligible damping is assumed. The rotational inertia of the probe
is neglected because this can be made of very light material.
The rotational inertia of a rectangular solid about an axis
perpendicular to and through the center of a face is
M
lZ 6z + q'), (5. lZ)
where
M is the mass of the solid
p, q are the dimensions of the faces the axis intersects.
The rotational inertia of the armature coil can be found by substracting the
rotational inertia of the solid formed by the inside dimensions from the
rotational inertia ofhhe solid formed by the outside dimensions. Thus,
on referring to Figure 17,
I = Iz - Iz ,
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where
M I
i,- l-"rE
_v_z I c2 ÷ a2Iz = I-"-'_" 1
Using the density of molybdenum as 0. 369 lb/ft 3, we obtain
MI = (0.369)(1728) (b + 2r)(a + 2r) c slugs32. 16
M2 = (0. 369)(1728) abc slugs,
32. 16
where all dimensions are in feet.
Separate analysis has shown that a flexure with a spring
constant of 3 in-lb/rad will be strong enough to withstand the dynamic
loads. From Eq. (5. 11) the inertia is
Kf
I = _ = I. 652(b+2r)(a+2r)c[cZ+(a+2r)Z]-l.65Z(cZ+a2)abc. (5. 13)
_z
In Eq. (5.13) all dimensions but a can be fixed. To accommodate the
flexure, b should be l inch as noted before. If r is set equal to 0. 15
inch, this will leave 0. 050 inch clearance between armature coil and
the field coil form. Eq. (5. 5) indicates that to minimize power, c
should be as large as possible. Hence, c is made equal to b + 2r = I. 3
inches and the end view of the armature is square. The dimension h
is now determined and is equal to 0.65 inch.
Eq. (5. 13) can now be solved for a. On substituting the
values for c, b, r and Kf, Eq. (5. 13) becomes
55.9
a 3+ 0.325a z+ 0.0198a+0.00134 -_= O.
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(s. 14)
It is important that the system have a high open loop
resonant frequency. This will result in an open loop bandwidth
sufficient to give fast response. Once c,D is chosen in Eq. (5. 14)
a is uniquely determined. The choice of cJ is not entirely
arbitrary, however, since a large c_ necessarily means an
armature with small I and area, ab. This results in a large flux
density needed to produce the maximum torque and hence relatively
large power dissipation in the field coils. Angular velocity, _ ,
can be assigned a value by considering response time of the closed
loop system.
Atime constant of 0. 1 second is desired. This is considered
sufficient to give adequate time resolution of the skin friction force.
T_ne compensated system will have to have the entire resonant peak in
the frequency response (Figure 7) below crossover for easy compensation.
For a response time of approximately 0. 1 second, this means that the
resonant peak must occur at a frequency greater than 1/0.1 = 10 cps.
For design purposes, _O was chosen equal to 100 rad/sec (f = 16
cps). This frequency should be adequate to allow the system to be
compensated to give a response time of approximately 0. 1 second.
For _ = 100, the solution of interest of Eq. (5. 14) is a = 0.97
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inch. M can now be calculated.
M- M l - Mz
= 148 gms. (0. 326 lb.).
If the temperature rise in the armature coil is desired to be no
greater than 200"F, then the maximum power input to the armature
can be calculated using Eq. (4.31).
where
P = P -
a 0
9(Z00)(46. 5)
-' = 7.38watts,
700
t = 700 seconds and is the time of the test flight.
The number of ampere-turns which give this power
dissipation is found from Eq. (5.6) to be
Ni a = 160 ampere-turns
and the average flux density required to produce the maximum
torque _'x(max. ) is found from Eq. (5. 10). Maximum torque is
found by assuming a l-inch moment arm for the maximum skin
friction force of 7 x 10 .3 pound. This is the maximum moment
arm that will be encountered since the flexure will be at the
center of the meter and the maximum length of the meter
cannot be greater than 2 inches. The flux density is
Bll = 8 x 10 .3 weber
m 3
To see how close Po' as calculated by Eq. (4-31), comes to the
actual value, Eq.(4.39) is used to find the actual temperature rise.
In Eq. (4.39)
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K = 7 38 watts : 2. 35 x 107
P 3. 14 x 10 .7 ohm-meters
watt s
ohm-meter
From Figure 10, K is calculated to be
P
Kjo = 2.43 x 10-z°
ohm-meter
O
Hence,
T
7.38
2.35 x 107 x a. 43 x 10 '-'U (el. 23x 700 x I0=4 = I),
= 1.29 x 103 (e'0861-1) = 116°C = 209°F
and there is only a 4.:3% difference between the approximate
and exact temperature rise. It is concluded that due to the small
value of K p and t, Eq. {4.31) is satisfactory for design work and
Eq. (4-31) can be substituted for Eq. (4.41) on page 56 .
The above calculations were based on no heat transfer and
since heat transfer is bound to take place (due to radiation mostly
and also by conduction if the coil forms are made from Be0) the
safety factor will certainly be larger than 100°F. In addition the
armature probably never will be required to produce maximum torque
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for the duration of the test flight, so if motor torque is varied b 7
changing armature current average power dissipation in the armature
will be lower than the maximum allowed (7.38 watts). It is now
apparent that the torque motor would be suitable for tests longer
than 700 seconds or could measure forces greater than 7 x 10 °3
pound. The assumption of no heat transfer results in a worse
case design.
The distance from the center of the field coils, w, to the
point where B ll is to be calculated, should lie at the midpoint of
the armature winding thickness, r. Hence,
W 1 1 56".
= a + --2- r = o.
All of the armature coil parameters have been specified and
armature design is complete.
CHAPTER VI
FINAL DESIGN
Now that Bll, h and w have been specified, the simultaneous
equations (4.31) and (4.42) can be solved for values of r and L.
Values for r and L were substituted into Eq. (4.42) and Pf was
determined. The computation was performed by the digital
computer and the program is shown in the appendix. For a fixed
r in Eq. (4.31) the relationship between L and Pf is linear. If
Eq. (4.31) and Eq. (4.4Z) are plotted simultaneously, intersections
give simultaneous solutions.
Figure 18 shows Eq.
of L for various values of r.
(4.31) and Eq. (4.42) plotted as functions
There is a value of r for which the curve
of Eq. (4.31) is tangent to the curve of Eq. (4.47). This appears to
occur near r = 0.4. For all values of r less than this, there are no
intersections and for all values of r greater than this, there are two
intersections. One intersection takes place well off the plot and is of
no interest since it occurs at very large L and r. The intersections
of interest are circled in Figure 18. These intersections represent
the values of r and L which cause the power input which gives a
temperature rise of 200°F to equal the power input required to generate
the specified field strength of 8 x 10 -5 weber/m z. Thus, these are
the minimum values of r and L which can be used. Figure 19 shows
the locus of the minimum values of r and L with power as a parameter
along the curve. For 0.9" _-- r _- 2" the curves of Eq. (4.42) are very
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close together so that intersections may be approximated by use of
r = 0.9 curve as shown in Figure 18.
For a given r or L the value of L or r may be larger than that
specified in Figure 19 but not smaller. Making L or r smaller results
in the power dissipation required to generate the flux density being
larger than that required to raise the temperature Z00°F. Making L
or r larger has the opposite effect. Thus, Figure 19 may be divided
into two regions: Region I is the region of safe operation and Region
II is the region of unsafe operation . To minimize power, L should be
as large as possible.
below result:
L
r
Pf
Field coil weight
If L is chosen equal to I. 6", the design values
= I. 6"
: O. 4"
= 32 watts
= I. 4 ibs.
This is a conservative design and L, r and Pf can certainly be made
smaller if desired. Average power dissipation in the field coils can
be further reduced by using field coil current to control motor torque
(keep armature current constant).
At this point it is safe to conclude that the motor configuration
initially proposed is entirely adequate for use in the skin friction sensor.
Below are tables summarizing the values of the parameters
for the field and armature coils:
TABLE I
VALUES OF FIELD COIL PARAMETERS
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Parameter
(1) Radius
(2) Overall length
(3) Gap between coils
(4) Winding thickness
(5) Power dissipation
(6) Weight
(7) Average field strength
generated at armature
c0il windings
(8) Temperature rise for 700
8ec
Value
R = 0.7"
L = I.6"
D = 0. 5"
r = 0.4"
P. = 3Z watts lnaximum
I
1.4 lbs.
8 x 10"3 weber/m z
200"F maximum
TABLE II
VALUES OF ARMATURE COIL PARAMETERS
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Parameter
(1) Length
(2) Height
(3) Width
(4) Winding thickness
(5) Power dissipation
(6) Weight
(7) Ampere turns
(8) Temperature rise during
700 sec
(9) Flexure constant
(I0) Resonant frequency
Value
a = 0.97"
b = I"
c = I.3"
r = 0. 15"
7.4 watts maximum
0.33 lb.
160
Z 00 iF maximum
Kf = 3 in-lb/rad
o_ = I00 rad/sec
CHAPTER VII
DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER
A brief discussion of the displacement transducer was given
in Chapter III. It will be considered in detail here. Refer to Figure
11 and assume the field, _, is a time varying quantity. The voltage
induced into N loops of wire in a time varying magnetic field, B, is
where
and
E = - N (7. 1)
dt
d _/dt is the rate of change of flux passing through the loop,
= A, (7. Z)
where A is the area of the loops as seen by B.
A varying flux for sensing action is achieved by superimposing
an a.c. current over the d.c. current in the field coils. Figure 20
shows the effective field coil circuit when all stray capacitance is
neglected. The internal impedance of the generator is Rg, Rf is
the field coil d.c. resistance, and Lf is the field coil net inductance.
Suppose a voltage, V = E sin 09 t, is applied to the field coils, theng
if
= in_:sin (6¢1t + Y ), (7.3)
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Figure 20
High Temperature Motor Field Coil Circuit
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Where f is the phase angle introduced by the inductance and
Now,
i
m
" =+_ L_
B = KBif,
(7.4)
(7. s)
where K B is a constant depending on field coil geometry and wire
thickness d. Eqs. (7. Z), (7.3), and (7.5) y_Id
: = AEBi f = AKBimSin(:_)t + #" )
and
NA _<s 19 ¢o corn (_ot ÷ _)
or
E -- - E
m
cos(_ot+ F),
where
E
m
N A, I.% E_ co . (7.6)
_(R 9 Rf)2 _)= ,+ + Lf
Equation (7.6) gives the peak voltage induced into the armature coil.
If CO is so large that
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_'-LZf _ (Rg + Rf) 2 ,
then Eq. (7.6) becomes
m -_
ml
NAKBEg
Lf
(7.7)
If ¢O is so small that
_2LZf _.< (Rg + Rf) z ,
then Eq. (7.6) becomes
NAKBE KE _ ..
mz R + Rfg
(7.8)
and
E NAKB5
m, =
E Lfm2
x
Rg + Rf
NAKBE cOg
R + Rf
: _ , _'2 1
_oLf
because
(Rg + Rf)Z>> ZL2
_0 f.
Hence, to maximize E with respect to _O cO must be so large
m
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that
_O Lf _'_ Rg + Rf. (7.9)
It is important that 0_ is not too large because
capacitance between adjacent coil windings and capacitance between
the armature and field coils will have detrimental effects. Quadrature
{incomplete null) is caused by capacitive coupling between field and
armature coils. This effect can be minimized by keeping c_O low
and making the spacing between field and armature coils large. In
order for Eq. (7.9) to be true for a small oJ , Lf must be large and
Rf + R small. R can be made arbitrarily small so that Rf >_> Rg g g
and ]Eq. (7. 6) becomes
if
NAKBE oO
E = g (7. I0)
wLf= 3 Rf, (7. ll)
Eq. (7. 10)becomes
E
m
0.9 NAKBEg
Lf
which is 90% of the maximum value of E which occurs at c¢) = co.
m
Therefore, Lf equal to 3 Rf is a good design approximation and we
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may write
NAKBEg
E --- (7. 12)
m Lf
Wire thickness, d, did not appear in the design of the field and
armature coils. The influence of d on Eq. (7. 12) will be shown below
From Eq. (7. 5)
B
K B = -- .
if
Combining Eqs. (4. Z6),
expression for K B
(4.I),and(4.Z9) yields a convenient
I
KB _ /Zo (a -a)CR + _ r)
4 7Td_- p ( q u)
Eq. (7. 13) is a conventient form for K B because the factor P(r, L)
was printed out for each r and L in the computer data. Eq. (7. 13)
may be written
KI
KB d_ (_., 4)
because the field coil dimensions have been fixed.
An approximate equation for the inductance of a circular
solenoid of length (L-D), winding thickness, r, average radius R + 1/Zr,
and number of turns N is
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Lf
o.2 ( R + ,_ r)2N 2
I
3(Re_r) +3(L-O)*/°r"
where aD dimensions are in inches. Even though the field coils
are square, Eq. (7. 15) should give a rough idea of their inductance.
N, the number of turns in the field coils is
L-D r r(L-D)
N = ( d )( _ ) = dZ
(7.16)
Substituting Eq.
Lf =
(7. 16) into Eq. (7. 15) yields
+ I 2o.2(R _r) r-2(L-_/
!3(R,_r)+eCL-O) +/or- 0/4
K 2
• (7. 17)
d 4
since all parameters except d are constant• Substituting Eqs.
(7. 14) and {7. I7) into Eq. (7• 12) yields
NAE IKidz
E = _ ,
• (7.18)
m
K2
Hence, wire size, d should be made as large as possible to maximize
induced armature voltage. From Eq. (7.1 1),
3 Rf
cO = Lf " (7.19)
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It can be shown using Eqs.
.K3
n
Rf = d 4
(4.7) and (4.8) that
Substituting Eqs. (7. 17) and (7.20) into Eq. (7. 19) makes apparent
that _) is not dependent on d. That is,
Kz
In the armature coil the wire thickness should be made as small as
possible toy_ld a large N (as seen by Eq. (5. 1)). (Refer to Figure
llb.)
A = A sin_
m
where A is the maximum area of the armature coil as seen by the
m
flux and is just the area of the armature coil (A m = ab = A, when 0 =
90"). Since the maximum value of _ will be 0.5 x 10 -3 in/ 1 inch =
5 x 10 .4 radian, we may let sin 8 be replaced by _ and
A = ab_ . (7.21)
When Eq. (7.21) is substituted into Eq. (7. 12), the transfer function
of the displacement transducer is obtained as
KG ---__
E abNKBE
m = g peak volts
8
Lf rad.
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(7.22)
To get an idea of a typical value for the transducer transfer
function some numbers were assumed. The wire size in the field
coils can be chosen by selecting a desired current and solving Eq.
(7.13) ford.
d
= / ,'4_o ff/ F ( L - D ) ( R ÷ "_ F)4rf% Pc r', z_)
If if is chosen equal to 2 amperes,
and
K B = 4 x I0" _ weber/m z-amp.
d = 48 mils = 0.048 inch.
The values given on page 71 were substituted into Eq.
From Eq. (7-17) Lf can be calculated.
(7.23).
Lf= 3.84x 10"4h = 0.38mh.
Rf can be determined as
Pf
Rf = i--7--= 8.2 ohms.
f
Hence, oJ is 64, 000 rad/sec from Eq. (7. ll)(or f equals I0.21 KHz).
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Wire size for the armature coil can be determined by
selecting the maximum voltage desired across the armature coil.
Solid state electronics will be used so the maximum voltage should
be limited to the neighborhood of 50 volts for convenience. Hence,
V 2
a
R
a
7.38 watts,
where V is the voltage across the armature for maximum torque.
aL
R = 340 ohms from Eq. {7.24}. Solving Eqs. {5 3) and
a
(5.4) for d yields
d / 2/"(a ÷b + 2r)
]_0C
(7.26)
from which d is calculated as
d = 14 mils = 0.014 inch.
From Eq. (5. 1), N = 900 for the armature _oil. The displacement
transducer transfer function can now be evaluated.
E abNKBEg1TI
K G = =
8 Lf
= 5.85 E peak volts/tad.
g
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For a maximum _ of 5 x 1_ "4 rad, E = 2.92 x 10 -3 E . This is
m g
very good sensitivity and the advantage of using the motor as a
transducer is now apparent. However, the maximum output voltage
is not as important as the ratio between the maximum voltage and
the null voltage. The forces to be measured cover a range of 10 to
1. If the closed loop system is type 0 (as was the preliminary
closed loop model), the steady state errors will cover also a range
of 10 to 1. It is important that the voltage corresponding to minimum
steady state error be well above the null voltage. If this is not the
case, serious errors in low force readings will result. A ratio of
10 or 20 to 1 between minimum voltage and null voltage would be
high enough to give adequate accuracy on low force readings.
If complete null (as mentioned before) is caused by capacitive
coupling between field and armature coils. The voltage induced into
the armature coil by this coupling is in phase quadrature with the
magnetically induced voltage. The capacitive component of voltage
can be cancelledbyaddingavoltage 180" out of phase with it and it is
through that desired ratio between null voltage and voltage for
minimum force can be achieved.
CHAPTER VIII
PROPOSED CLOSED LOOP MODEL
Figure 2D is a schematic block diagram of the basic control
elements of the proposed closed loop system for use on the X-15-2A
airplane. All the blocks except the field coils,armature and flexure
system will be located in the fuselage of the airplane in a single
electronic package. Only four wires will be needed to connect the
electronic package to the high temperature components. These are:
(I) common ground wires for the armature and field circuits (2) a
wire carrying a.c. and d.c. current to the field coils; and (3) a wire
carrying the a.c. error voltage and d.c. armature current.
Figure 22 is a block diagram of the closed loop system. The
system operates as discussed below. The integrator may or may not
be needed depending on the flexure spring constant.
Assume the system is at null with no force applied. If a force
is applied to the target, the armature will rotate and an a.c. error
signal will be generated. This signal is amplified by the a.c. amplifier.
The notch filter around the amplifier is tuned to the frequency of the
error signal. The notch filter transforms the wide band a. c, amplifier
into a highly selective amplifier which reduces noise entering the
system. The synchronous demodulator converts the amplified signal
into a d.c. signal whose voltage is proportional to the amplitude of
the a.c. signal and whose polarity is dependent on the phase of the
a.c. signal. The phase of the a.c. signal changes by 180" if the
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armature goes from one side of null position to the other. The
signal from the a.c. generator is of constant phase and is used
as a phase reference for the demodulator. If the ac. voltage
across the field coil is
87
Vf ; E 3 S;n _.,,_f;
the voltage across the armature for one direction of rotation will be
E = E sin (Wt +Y-},
m
where /- is a phase angle caused by rea_*_v_ __-_
This phase angle can be tuned out in the demodulator so that the
error signal is in phase with the reference signal. If the armature
is rotated the same amount in the opposite direction, the armature
voltage will be,
E = E sin (Wt + 6"+ 180")
m
and upon elimination of _" this signal is 180 ° out of phase with
the reference signal and the d.c. output from the demodulator
changes polarity.
If the integrator is not used, the d.c. signal from the
demodulator is amplified and fed to the armature co/ I. The direction
of current in the armature coil is such that the torque produced by
the armature opposes the skin friction torque. The system reaches
steady state when _ _-- _ + _ and the current in the
armature coil is the analog of 7_rn.
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Referring to Figure F.A and neglecting the integrator, one
may write
eacCS) = K6 e_
S +TS+ .I I (S.l)
For a step input of skin friction torque,
_'x(5) =
%
3
and
eac ( Steady State )
(8.z)
From this relationship it can be seen that the steady state error
voltage is directly proportional to Tx , the input torque. From
Eq. (8. Z), the steady state value of Tm is
Or
T,.,, = /4_,q/4o_..,, _ _,
G
(8.3)
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where G is the steady state loop gain which equals KGKAKDYpKM/K f.
Loop gain must be large enough to satisfy two conditions:
(I) torque of flexure is a small fraction of motor torque
{g) steady state error for maximum input force does not
exceed 5 x I0"4 tad.
Loop gain can be calculated to satisfy condition I by letting the
motor torque error be I%. Hence,
G
= : o.?_
and
G =99.
Deriving G to meet the second condition proceeds as follows:
From Eq. (8.2) we get
and
= 3.6 7 Is.s)
where
_x = 7 x 1 0"3 in-lb maximum
Oe = 5 x 1 0" 4 radian maximum
Kf = 3 in-lb/rad.
9O
Clearly, if G = 99, both conditions will be satisfied. The error
requirement is the most demanding.
The steady state angular error for minimum torque can be
calculated using Eq. (8.4).
-4 - 6
_eCm;n ) = 7 _I0 -- 2. B3x IO rQd.3oo
= . 00233 rail (for a 1 inch moment arm).
This means that the displacement transducer must resolve 0. 00Z33
rail in order to detect the minimum torque (let along measure it).
This is too difficult a task, and if the flexure constant cannot be
reduced or the force error increased, the system will have to be
made type 1 by the addition of an integrator. The integrator would
alleviate the situation by requiring no steady state error so that
the gain may be reduced. Since #eC55) is zero, always
equals _ and the flexure constant may be made large up to the
point where the minimum inpu_ :orque causes insufficient error
voltage for integration. For l<f = 3 in-lb/rad the initial deflection
of the target for % = .7 x I0"3 in-lb is
3
= o. 233 m,'/-r=#.
which gives a signal
e_c = H6 ( o. 23S x,o -3) =
where KG is given in Chapter VII.
/. 56 xlo @ p. V.
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this signal is 1.36 mv and can easily beIf E is only 1 volt,
g
amplified and integrated.
If motor torque is controlled by field coil current, the system
will have a real pole due to the field coil resistance and inductance at
-Rf/Lf or 21,400 rad/sec. Like the experimental model, this pole is so
far removed from the complex poles that the system can be considered
third order for design purposes. (The zero due to back emf is also very
large in frequency and was neglected. ) The open loop resonant frequency
is approximately 100 rad/sec as given in Chapter V. The damping is
unknown but it is expected to be very small. Hence, the closed loop
system will either have very poor relative stability or will be unstable
with the addition of gain. Compensation will be necessary. Any further
design work is best done through experimentation: It is undecided whether
the system will be type 0 or type 1. If a larger force error than 1% can
be tolerated and if the flexure spring constant can be reduced a type 0
system may be feasible. Also, a type 0 system may be used with a
flexure spri,,_ _v,,o_,,,, _,." 3 in-lo/rad by calibrating out the error. On
the other hand, a type 1 system is the only alternative and has the
disadvantage of difficult compensation.
These problems will be solved through the investigation of a
closed loop model constructed on the principles established in this
paper.
CHAPTER IX
HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL
A high temperature model of the motor and displacement
transducer has been developed and tested up to 610"F. Data will
be taken to 1000*F in the near future, a temperature limit imposed
by the materials used. Higher temperature materials will be used
in a later model which is to be tested at 2000°F.
Model Description
Figures 23, 24, and 25 show views of the model used for high
temperature experiments. The model is constructed as shown in
Figure 9. The field and armature coil forms were machined from
magnesium silicate ceramic. All of the supporting members were
machined from aluminum. This model was not counterbalanced and
placement of the single flexure is shown in Figure 24. The model
was not counter balanced because the main interest wa_ in the high
temperature affects on materials and motor torque constant.
The flexure used was a Bendix type 6008-800 and the wire
in both the field and armature coils was aluminum oxide insulate
aluminum wire which ia muitable for ule in a constant 1000"F
ambient environment . The significant dimensions for the model
are |isted in the tables on page 96.
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL FIELD COIL DIMENSIONS
96
Dimension
insi de radius
overall length
winding thicknes s
gap width
wire size
Symbol
R
L
r
D
d
Value
O. 775"
I. 80"
O. 225"
O. 30"
O. 030" cir. dia.
TABLE tV
EXPERIMENTAL ARMATL'RE COIL DIMENSIONS
Dimen s ion Symbol Value
inside radius
width
winding thickness
wire size
R
C
r
d
O. 550"
O. 600"
O. 10"
0.015" cir. dia.
The two field coils were placed on adjustable mounts so that their
oreintation to the armature coil could be changed. The axis of
each field coil can be inclined slightly in any direction by adjusting
the eight bolts securing the platforms which support the field coil
collars (see figures 23 and 25). The axis of each coil can be
translated in any direction by adjusting the three bolts which secure
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the field coil collars to the platforms. The armature coil can be
moved parallel to its axis by sliding the flexure mounting arm in
the milled slot. These adjustments are necessary for precise
alignment of the field coils with respect to the armature coil so
that a minimum null voltage can be achieved.
One side of the armature coil was grounded and the other
side was connected directly to the first ceramic stand off (refer to
Figure 23). Thus, only one wire was connected to the armature.
This wire was brought out bet_veen the field coils and was made as
long as possible so that its spring constant would be small. A
grounding bolt was used to make the other armature connection.
The field coil wires were terminated on the remaining two stand
offs. The entire assembly was mounted on an aluminum plate.
The estimated maximum operating temperature for this
model is the melting point of aluminum which is approximately
1200°F, but if the model is to be used for more than one experiment,
the maximum temperature should be lower than 1200°F. It was intended
that this model be used up to 1000°F.
Procedure and Results
Room temperature transducer data was obtained by displacing
the probe a known angle and reading the a.c. armature voltage. The
field coils were energized with an ll-volt rms 100 l<Hz a.c. signal.
Before data were taken the null voltage was minimized by adjusting
alignment of the field coils.
The probe protruding from the top field coil was given equal
linear displacements of 5 mils by use of a micrometer and the
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armature coil voltage was recorded at the end of each displacement.
The distance from the point where the probe was displaced to the
center of the armature is two inches so that each 5 mil displacement
corresponded to an angular displacement of Z. 5 milliradian. The
angle of displacement was small enough so that the angle could be
approximated by its tangent.
Figure 26 is a plot of the data. The curve is nonlinear for
small displacements because of a voltage component due to capacitive
coupling between field and armature coils (quadrature). The presence
of a quadrature voltage was confirmed by the following experiment:
The null voltage for a Z50KC driving signal was recorded.
The armature was displaced 1 milliradlan and the armature voltage
was recorded. The ratio between the voltage for 1 milliradian of
displacement and the null voltage was calculated. This procedure
was carried out for driving frequencies of 100 KHz, 10 KHz, and
5 KHz. Table 5 shows the results.
TABLE V
DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER DATA
Freq.
KHz
250
100
10
5
Null voltage
mY.
3.8
2.02
0.31
0. 070
1 m-rad voltage
rnv
4.7
2. 55
0.55
O. 165
ratio
1. 236
1.2fi2
1. 774
2.36
If the reason for a non zero null voltage were due to magnetic effects
only (i. e.,anuneven armature coil winding, misalignment of field coils),
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the ratios in table V would be identical. This can be seen by
considering Eq. (7. 6). Substituting Eq. (7. 21) into Eq. (7. 6)
yields
Let E
mn
E = KsEg (9.1}
be the peak armature null voltage corresponding to a very
slight misalignment angle _n and let E be the peak armature
m
voltage due to a displacement of 1 milliradian, _ . Then from
Eq. (9. l) for a fixed frequency, _3 .
The ratio between any two armature voltages depends on displacement
only. Since the ratios in Table V are not equal and since they decrease
with increasing frequency it is evident that capacitive effects are present.
The capacitive component of voltage can be cancelled by applying a
signal 180" out of phase with the voltage.
The affects of temperature on the armature coil voltage
were observed by placing the model in an oven and applying a signal
of fixed frequency and amplitude to the field coils. The armature
null voltage increased by a factor of 10 from room temperature to
500"F. This large change was attributed to the armature being
displaced by the thermal expansion of the wire connecting the
armature coil to the standoff. This arrangement could not be
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avoided in this model but in the future this problem will be avoided by
having armature current carried by the flexures. The armature
voltage was observed to be constant with constant temperature so
experimentation was not hindered.
Figure 27 shows the apparatus used to apply a known torque to
the motor. The sting and balance arm are supported by a flexure which
provides a frtctionless pivot. The entire force balance is mounted on
dovetail slots so that the sting point may be precisely aligned with the
armature probe. The micrometer moves the sting in the direction of
armature rotation and the screw adjustment moves the sting in a
direction perpendicular to the flexure support arm. Weights are
applied to the pan which is a known fixed distance from the flexure
pivot. The counter weight is used to balance the system and the
damping rod is placed in a cup of damping fluid. The method used
to obtain high temperature torque data is described below.
The model was placed in an oven (not shown). A hole was
cut in the removable oven top to allow the sting to enter. The force
balance was suspended above the oven with the sting protruding into
the oven. The oven top was raised vertically so that the sting point
and armature probe could be observed.
The screw adjustment was used to align the sting point with
the probe and the entire force balance was moved so that the micro-
meter could move the point in contact with the probe. The oven top was
then lowered vertically.
A constant voltage a.c. signal of 100 KHz and a constant d. c.
1 0 2  
Screw Adjustment 
re  
F o r c e  Balance 
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current of 1 amp were applied to the field coils. _Vith no d.c. current
in the armature coll the null voltage was recorded. This voltage
corresponded to zero flexure torque. The micrometer was adjusted
until the sting point just touched the probe. Contact was indicated by
a slight increase in armature voltage. A known weight was applied to
the pan and the resulting deflection of the armature caused the armature
voltage to increase. Direct current was applied to the armature coil to
produce a torque opposite to the applied torque. The d.c. armature
current was adjusted until the a.c. armature voltage reached the null
value. At this point the system was in balance. The two flexure torques
were zero and the applied torque equaled the motor torque. The armature
current was recorded. This procedure was carried out for several values
of applied torque. The oven was then turned on and the temperature was
allowed to stabilize. The null voltage changed with temperature but it
was constant at a fixed temperature. The same procedure as above was
carried out. Figure 28 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used to
apply simultaneous a.c. and d.c. currents to the field coil and to read
a.c. voltage and apply d.c. current to the armature coil.
The motor calibration curve was obtained at temperatures of
77°F (room), 360°F and 610°F. Figure 29 is a plot of the data. The
motor calibration curve was obtained twice at room temperature, once
at 360°F and twice at 610°F. It is seen that the variation in armature
current for a given fixed input torque is larger for repeated measure-
ments at a fixed temperature then it is for measurements taken at
different temperatures. The maximum variation between points is 20%
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and it occurs at the constant temperature of 610°F for two measurements
at 2. 1 milltpound-ins. The maximum variation between points of different
temperature is 10% and it occurred for measurements at 10.6 mtllipound-
ins. at 77°F and 610OF. This indicates that experimental error is too
great to allow differences due to temperature to be seen. Experimental
errors arose mainly from uncertainty in null voltage value due to small
vibrations in the force balance.
It is concluded that the motor conforms to theory and that
refinements should be made to extend the operating temperature and
to improve experimental procedure.
CHAPTER X
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental results have demonstrated that a closed loop system
consisting of a flexure, motor, displacement transducer and associated
electronics is satisfactory for force measurement in a laboratory
environment. The use of such a system in an environment of high
temperature and vibration will require counter-balancing, a high
temperature motor and displacement transducer.
Analysis has shown that the most practical approach to motor
and transducer design employs magnetic fields rather than electric
fields. Mathematical analysis has shown that a practical solution to
the high temperature motor-transducer problem is a configuration
similar to the electrodynamometer instrument movement where a
movable armature is placed within two fixed field coils. This
configuration can be used both as the motor and displacement
transducer thus simplifying construction and reducing size. It was
shown that this motor could produce the desired maximum torque and
fit into the specified space without damaging itself by self heating.
From an experimental investigation of a high temperature model
it was concluded that non-zero null voltage is caused by capacitive
coupling between field and armature coils and that variations in motor
torque constant with temperatures up to 610°F were within experimental
error and that the proposed motor and transducer would be feasible for
use in the skin friction meter.
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AP_OENDIX A
DERIVATION OF MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY FOR A
GENERAL POINT DUE TO A SQUARE CURRENT LOOP
Refer to Figure 15. The field at PB as a function of x, y, z and
R will be found by adding the components of 13 at PB per_endicular to
the loop due to the four finite wires MN, NA, AC andCM.
It can be shown using the Biot-Savart law that the magnitude of
the field at a point PB
can be expressed as
duetoa wire of finite length carrying a current if
E 1 (a-1.I)
where d = the perpendicular distance from _3to the wireP
1, + lz = length of wire
and k is a variable of integration.
The lengths from the point where the perpendicular intersects the
wire to each end of the wire are 1, and la. The direction of _ at PB is
perpendicular to the plane formed by the wire and the perpendicular.
Thus, in Figure 15, the magnetic flux density at PB due to wire MN is,
1.2)
9 0P" .Cir. , Halliday and Red,nick. p. 733.
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Now, BMN is perpendicular to plane MPN and to line PM' . But plane
PX, YM' is perpendicular to plane MPN SOBMN lies in plane PX, YM'.
The component of BMN parallel to z and normal to the plane of the current
loop is BM N sin OL where o/ is the angle between 1_, X, Y and PRI'. Hence,
R-_x ]Brim N - BMN sin c_ = BMN $ 2" ,(R+x) z
lIffz-P (.R+ x)Z+(.R-y )Z . "_ ]l
In a like manner it can be shown that,
R-)<
/zX+cR- y)"+ (_- x)* I],Ai,,+ _/_,+(R_y), + (jZ,x)z
BtiAC =
(A-Z. _)
BIiCM =
_-±< 1](* 4',_' *c R,,r)% cR-,x) A-I. 6)
Bli(x, y, z, R) is the sum of Eqs. (A-I.3) through (A-I.6) or
B,1(x, y, z, R) = B**M N + BIiNA + BiiAC + BiiCM {A-1.7)
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The expression for the flux density on the axis of the current loop
is obtained by letting x = y = 0 in Eq. (A-1.7). Hence,
Bn(o, o, z, R) :
(A-I. 8)
APPENDIX B
The computer program used to perform the quadruple integration
in Eq. (4.25) is shown below. The program is written in Algol and the
computer used is the Burroughs B5500.
First B'll is calculated (Eq. (4.25)) using the Simpson multiple
integral procedure. The real variable BYD in the program corresponds
to Bll. Then P(r,L,w,h) is calculated according to Eq. (4.29). The
real variable P corresponds to P(r,L,w,h). Power dissipation as. given
by Eq. (4.42) is calculated and is assigned to the array element DATA [3,
I,J]. Field coil mass is then calculated according to Eq. (4.40). Then
power according to Eq. (4.31) is calculated and assigned to the array
element DATA[4, I, J]. Finally, field coil weight in pounds is calculated
from the mass and assigned to array element DATA[5, I, J] .
This process is repeated for various values of L and r. In the
data sheet, R corresponds to r in the text, PWR1 is DATA[3,I,J] and
PWR2 is DATA[4,I, 3]. The processing time is shown below the data.
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lOlAb PM
BEGIN
FORMAT IN
FORMAT DOT
FORMAT OUT
FORMAT UUT
REAL
INTEGER
REAL ARRAY
JUNE 0_, 196b ***************** _ILLIAM SEEMULLER
FIN(F6,3,XI_EIO,3,XI,13_XI,EIO,3,XI_F6,4J/
FOUII(X3'"HADIU$=O.7 0=0.25 X = 0,56");
F_UT2(X2,"L"_XB,"R",XlI,"p"pxQ,'pw_I",Xg,"PWR2npXOpNWGT ")
FOUT3(2i_4.2,X5)'_(FIO.b,X2));
X,Y,L,_,R,RR_INII,INI2,_TO,O,LpP,OELIpUELTC,RO_OEN_BFD,
S,LI,L2,MAbS;
l,J;
UA[A[OSS,OS4,0I_J;
REAL PROCEDURE SIMPS(X,XI,X2,[)ELTA_F);VALUE XI,X2,DELTAJREAL X,XI,X2_OEL
TA_F;BEGIN BOOLEAN TU_NING;LARE L qUX,BUX2}REA L ZI_Z2,ZJ_H,K_TURNING_FALS
E;IF XI=x2 TME.W BEGIN ZI_GO TU RUx2 END;IF XI>X2 THEN BEGIN H_XI;X|_2
;X2÷HITURNING,rRUE;END/X_XI)ZI_F;X_X2;Z3_ZI_ZI+F_K÷X2-XI;BOXIZ2_O3H_K/2;
FOR X_X1+H 5rEP K UNTIL X2 DO Z_+z2+F_Zt_Zt+4wZ2;IF HwA_S((Zt-_wZ3)/(IF
ZI=OTHEN I.OEL_E Z1))<DLLIA THEN GO TO BOX2 ELSE L3,ZI;Zt_ZI-2WZ?;K÷H;GO
]0 BOX;_OX2IIF TURNING THEN H_-H;SIMP_HxZI/3END;
_EA_(CR,FIN,UEN,_O,DELT, BFU,.b}J
0_0,25; _0.559; OELIC_UELTw519; I_O;
FOR RReO,8 bIEP U.? _HILE |_ _0
BEGIN
BEGIN
J_O;
FOR L_0.5 blLp 0.3 #HILL JSW 0{)
LI_'(LI2"W);
L2*W'DI2;
INT1_II(O._5*2)xSIMPS(X,O_O.85,@'_,$1MP$(Y,O,O.65,@=_
SIMPS(R,O,/,RR,_'_,S|MPS(Z, LI, L2_@'4,((R'X')ISQRI(
Z*2+(R'Y)*2+(R'X)*2)+(R÷X)/S@RI(L*2+(R'Y)*2+(R+X)*2))w(
R'Y)/(L*_+(R'Y)*2)
+((R-Y)/bQHI(Z*2+(R-X),2+(R.Y)*2)+(R+Y)I$QRI(Z*2+(R-X),2+
(R+Y)*2))xiR-X)/(Z,2+(R'X)*2)÷
((R'Y)/5()RI(L,2+(R+X),2+(R'Y),2)+(R+Y)/S_RT{Z,2+(R÷X),2+
(R+Y),2))w(R_X)/(Z,2÷(R+X),2)+
((R'X)/SURT(L*2+(R+Y)*2+(R'X)*2)+(_+X)/SQRT(£*2+(R+Y)*2+
(R+X),2))x(RtY)/(Z,2+(R+Y),2)))));
L2*_+L/2_
iNT_1I(O.65*2)xSIMpS(X,O_O.65,@'_$IMPS(Y,O_O.65_°_
SIMPS(R'O.T_R'_'_,SIMPS(Z" El, L2_'4_((R'X}I$QRT(
L,2+(R'Y),2+(R'X)*?)+(R+X)ISQRT(L*2÷(R'Y}*2+(R+X),2))x(
R'Y)/CL*2+(_'Y)*2)
+((R'Y)/SQ_TCZ*2_CR'X}*_÷CR'Y)*2)÷iR+Y)ISQ_(Z*2+(R'X}*2+
(R+Y)*2))x(R'X)/(Z*2+(R'X)*2)+
((R'Y)/S_RT(L*2+CR+X)*2+(R'Y)*2)÷(_+Y)/S_RT(L*2+(R+_)*2+
(R+Y)*2))x(R+X)/(Z*2+(R÷X)*2)+
(CR'X)/5_RTC_*2+CR÷Y)*2+CR'X)*_}+(_÷X)/S_RT(L*_÷(R+Y)*2+
(R+X)*2))xCR+Y)/CZ,2+(R÷_)*2)))))I
BYU_|NII+I_T2;
P_(RR'OoT)x(O.I+O.Sx(RR'O.I))x(L'u)IBYO*2;
DAIA[O_i_JJ+L;
UAIA[I,I_JJ+RR'O.7;
UAIA[2_I,JJ_P;
OAIA[3,I,JJ_SxHUxpx_FD*2/(3.93/w_'13);
MA_S_(L'U)x(4xRR*2-1.96)x2.b_*3xOEN;
ENO;
ENO;
END.
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UATAI._,I,JJ÷4.1_XMASSxSxdELIC/tOU_
OATALS,I,JJ_MAHS/4b4.5;
J÷J+l;
I+I+I;
WRIIE(LP[DBLJ,FOU[I);
,RIIE(LP[O_LI,FOUlp);
FOH leo blLP I UNTIL 4 DO
FO_ J_O _IEP I UIwIIL 4 UO
_RIIE(LP,FUUI3,UAIA[O,I,J]tUATA[I,I,J]pOATA[2pI_JI,DAIA[
3, I,JIpUATA{4pI,J],DATA[5, I,j]);
_RIIE(LPLDbLJ); ,RITE(LP[DBLI);
_RIIL(LP,<"INE PROCESSOR TIML I$"pFIo.4p"SECONQS">,
lIME(2)/60);
RADIUS=O.T D=0.25 X = O.b6
L R P PWR1 PMR2 WGT
O.SO 0.20 2.08853 _50.T244b
0.80 0.10 0./6249 310.58483
1.10 0.10 0.36213 1_?.50532
1.40 0.10 0.23269 94.T8008
I,TO 0,|0 0._998d 81._721
0,50 0,30 0,T349_ 299o38160
0.80 0.30 O.28T9T IIT.2990b
1.10 0.30 0.15535 63,_T69_
1.40 0.30 0.1064U 43.3415r
I,?0 0.30 0.0898_ 36,61090
1.24030 0.05484
2.r2866 0.12065
4.21T03 0.1864b
5,T0539 0.25220
T.!9375 " 0,_I007
4._I?03 0.186_6
9.2TT46 d.41020
14,33?89 0,6339b
19,39832 O.85TTU
24.458T5 1.0_144
0.50 0.50 0.,9823 _02,9_645
0.80 O.SO 0.20436 83.Pq1_9
1.I0 O.SO 0.11T22 4_.7_564
1._0 0.50 0.08284 33.T4156
1,70 0.50 0,0696_ 2_.356?3
0,50 O.TO 0.41229 16T.93833
0.80 O.TO 0.1?387 ?0._0434
1.10 0,_0 0.10310 41.995_9
l.qO O.lO OeOT_l_ 30.214r5
1.70 O.TO 0.06219 25.3319T
0,50 0.90 0.3_12 15_.3903_
0,80 0.90 0.160_5 65,35?8b
1,10 0,90 0.09_12 39,56005
1,40 0.90 O.O106_ 28,?FITa
I.?0 0.90 0.05911 24.0T80/
_.BSb24 U.34T32
1T.28154 0.76410
26.?0T83 1.18089
36.13412 1.59T6/
_5.b6042 2,Q1445
I_.15496 0.53?43
26.?4091 1.1823b
41.3268b 1,82T26
55.91280 _.aZ21_
70,49875 3.11T10
17.11616 0,75679
3?,65556 1,66494
58,19496 _.57309
78,73436 3.4812_
09,27375 4,3893_
THE PROCLb_OR TIME IS 1319.I66(_ECONDb
